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Abstract Many recent software engineering papers have examined duplicate
issue reports. Thus far, duplicate reports have been considered a hindrance
to developers and a drain on their resources. As a result, prior research in
this area focuses on proposing automated approaches to accurately identify
duplicate reports. However, there exists no studies that attempt to quantify
the actual effort that is spent on identifying duplicate issue reports. In this
paper, we empirically examine the effort that is needed for manually identifying duplicate reports in four open source projects, i.e., Firefox, SeaMonkey,
Bugzilla and Eclipse-Platform. Our results show that: (i) More than 50% of
the duplicate reports are identified within half a day. Most of the duplicate
reports are identified without any discussion and with the involvement of very
few people; (ii) A classification model built using a set of factors that are extracted from duplicate issue reports classifies duplicates according to the effort
that is needed to identify them with a precision of 0.60 to 0.77, a recall of 0.23
to 0.96, and an ROC area of 0.68 to 0.80; and (iii) Factors that capture the
developer awareness of the duplicate issue’s peers (i.e., other duplicates of that
issue) and textual similarity of a new report to prior reports are the most influential factors in our models. Our findings highlight the need for effort-aware
evaluation of approaches that identify duplicate issue reports, since the identification of a considerable amount of duplicate reports (over 50%) appear to
be a relatively trivial task for developers. To better assist developers, research
on identifying duplicate issue reports should put greater emphasis on assisting
developers in identifying effort-consuming duplicate issues.
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1 Introduction
Issue tracking systems are widely used in practice to track the requests and
concerns of users. Such systems provide a communication platform to help
developers get information from users for the rapid resolution of issues [6].
These systems also allow users to track the status of their submitted issue
reports.
Newly submitted issue reports usually go through a filtration process before they are assigned to developers. One of the common filtering steps is to
identify whether a newly reported issue is a duplicate of an existing issue. Two
issue reports are considered duplicates of each other, if they refer to a similar
software problem or propose a similar feature. Due to the limited resources
of software projects, duplicate issue reports are often considered a waste of
developers’ effort. Studies show that up to 20-30% of the issue reports are duplicates [9, 17]. Such large amounts of duplicate issue reports have motivated
extensive studies on the automated identification of duplicate issue reports
[2,4,17,33,38,40,44]. Various advanced approaches, such as Natural Language
Processing (NLP), are commonly used to accurately identify whether a new
issue report is a duplicate of previously reported issues [38].
While prior research aims to reduce the needed efforts for identifying duplicate issue reports, there exist no studies that examine the actual effort that
is spent on manually identifying the duplicate issues in practice. In fact, the
needed effort for identifying duplicate issue reports may vary considerably.
For example, a Mozilla developer needed less than 15 minutes to identify that
issue #3127821 is a duplicate of a previously reported issue, while the duplicate identification of issue #653052 required around 44 days, and involved 20
comments from 11 people.
To better understand the effort that is involved in identifying duplicate
issue reports in practice, this paper studies duplicate reports from four open
source projects (Firefox, SeaMonkey, Bugzilla and Eclipse platform). In particular, we explore the following research questions:
RQ1: How much effort is needed to identify a duplicate issue report?
Half of the duplicate reports are identified in less than half a day. 50 - 60%
of the duplicates are identified without any discussion.
RQ2: How well can we model the needed effort for identifying duplicate issue reports?
Random forest classifiers trained using factors derived from duplicate issue
reports achieve a precision of 0.60 to 0.77, and a recall of 0.23 to 0.96,
along with an ROC area of 0.68 to 0.80.
RQ3: What are the most influential factors on the effort that is
needed for identifying duplicate issue reports?
The textual similarity between a new report and previously reported issues
plays an important role in explaining the effort that is needed for identi1
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fying duplicate reports. Another influential factor is the team’s awareness
of previously reported issues. Such awareness is measured using: a) The
experience of a developer in identifying prior duplicates, b) The recency of
the duplicate report relative to the previously filed reports of that issue, and
c) The number of people that are involved in the previously filed reports of
that issue.
Our findings show that developers are able to identify a large portion (over
50%) of duplicate reports with minimal effort. On the other hand, there exist
duplicate reports that are considerably more difficult to identify. These findings
highlight the need for effort-aware evaluation of automated approaches for
duplicate identification. To better assist developers, research on identifying
duplicate issue reports should put greater emphasis on assisting developers in
identifying effort-consuming duplicate issues.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related
work on the management of duplicate issue reports. Section 3 describes the
studied projects. Section 4 provides an overview of our experimental setup.
Section 5 motivates our research questions, discusses the approaches that we
used to answer our questions and presents the results of our questions. Finally,
Section 6 outlines some of the threats to the validity of our study and Section
7 concludes the paper.

2 Background and Related Work
In this section we present prior research that relates to our study.

2.1 Empirical Studies on Duplicate Issue Reports
Duplicate issue reports represent a large portion of issue reports. Anvik et
al. [4] report that 20-30% of the issue reports in Eclipse and Firefox respectively
are duplicates. Cavalcanti et al. [13] found that duplicate reports represent
32%, 43%, and 8% of all the reports in Epiphany, Evolution and Tomcat,
respectively.
Duplicate reports are not always harmful. Bettenburg et al. [9] found that
merging the information across duplicate reports produces additional useful
information over using the information from a single report. In particular,
Bettenburg et al. found that such additional information improves the accuracy
of automated approaches for issue triaging3 by up to 65%.
Several prior studies have explored the effort associated with duplicate
reports. Davidson et al. [14] and Cavalcanti et al. [12, 13] examined the effort
that is associated with closing a duplicate report: Davidson et al. looked at the
3 Issue triaging is the task of determining if an issue report describes a meaningful new
problem or enhancement, so it can be assigned to an appropriate developer for further
handling [5].
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time needed for closing a duplicate report after it was triaged, and Cavalcanti
et al. examined the total time that is needed to close a duplicate report.
Cavalcanti et al. also investigated the time spent by report submitters to check
whether they are about to file an issue that is a duplicate of previously-reported
issues. In our case, we consider the needed effort for identifying the duplicate
report not the time to close it (since up to 50% of the studied duplicate issue
reports are not closed).

2.2 Automated Identification of Duplicate Issue Reports
Duplicate issue report identification is the task of matching a newly reported issue with one or more previously reported ones. Prior research has proposed various duplicate identification approaches that leverage textual and non-textual
information that are derived from issue reports.
Leveraging textual information. Anvik et al. [4] proposed an approach
that uses cosine similarity to classify newly reported issues as either new reports or duplicate ones. Their approach can correctly identify 28% of the duplicate issue reports in the Firefox 1.0 project. Runeson et al. [38] proposed an
approach to identify duplicate reports based on Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and evaluated the approach on issue reports from Sony Ericsson. The
prototype tool correctly classified 40% of the duplicate issue reports. Nagwani
et al. [33] used string similarity measures, such as TD-IDF similarity, and
text semantics measures, such as edge counting methods, to identify duplicate
issue reports. Prifti et al. [35] proposed an approach based on information
retrieval, while limiting the search for duplicates to the most recently filed
reports. Prifti et al.’s approach is able to identify around 53% of the duplicate
issue reports in their case study. Sun et al. [41] built a discriminative model
to determine if two issue reports are duplicates. The output of the model is
a probability score which is used to determine the likelihood that an issue is
a duplicate. Sun et al.’s approach outperforms the prior state of the art approaches [17, 38, 44] by 17-31%, 22-26%, and 35-43% on OpenOffice, Firefox,
and Eclipse datasets, respectively. Sureka et al. [42] used a character n-grams
approach [21] to measure the text similarity between the titles and descriptions of issue reports. Sureka et al.’s approach achieved around 62% recall for
2,270 randomly selected reports from the Eclipse project.
Leveraging both textual and non-textual information. Other information in issue reports, such as the component, version, Bug Id, and platform, are
found useful in improving the accuracy of approaches for duplicate identification. Jalbert et al. [17] proposed an approach that combines textual similarity
with non-textual features that are derived from issue reports. Their approach
was able to filter out 8% of the duplicate issue reports while allowing at least
one report for each unique issue to reach developers. Jalbert et al.’s approach
achieved a recall of 51%. Kaushik et al. [23] compared the performance of
word-based and topic-based information retrieval models using non-textual
features (such as Component) and textual features. For the word based mod4
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els, Kaushik et al. applied different term weighting approaches including the
ones proposed by Runeson et al. [38] and Jalbert et al. [17]. While for the topic
based models, Kaushik et al. applied Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [15], Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10], and Random Indexing [22] approaches.
The comparison is applied on Mozilla and Eclipse datasets. The results show
that the word based approaches outperform the topic based approaches.
Sun et al. [40] leveraged a BM25F model [36] to combine both textual
and non-textual information for identifying duplicate issue reports. Sun et al.
achieved an improvement of 10-27% in recall in comparison to Sureka et al.’s
approach [42]. Alipour et al. [2] proposed an approach which uses software
dictionaries and word lists to extract the implicit context of each issue report.
Alipour et al. showed that the use of contextual features improves the accuracy
of duplicate identification by 11.55% over Sun et al. [40]’s approach on a large
dataset of issues from several Android projects.
Lazar et al. [25] proposed a duplicate identification approach based on new
textual features that capture WordNet augmented word-overlap and normalized sentences-length differences. Lazar et al. also used non-textual features
such as component and open date. The new set of textual features achieves
an accuracy improvement between 3.25% and 6.32% over the Alipour et al.’s
approach [2].
Wang et al. [44] combined textual information and execution traces to identify duplicate issue reports. For two issue reports, Wang et al. calculates two
separate similarity measures: one measure for textual similarity and another
measure to capture the similarity of the execution traces. By combining both
similarity measures, a list of possible duplicate issue reports is suggested for
each newly reported issue. Wang et al.’s approach achieved an accuracy of
67% to 93%. Lerch et al. [26] proposed an automatic duplicate identification
approach based on the stack traces that are attached to issue reports. Lerch et
al. used the TD-IDF similarity of stack traces for identifying duplicate reports
(around 10% of reports contain stack traces).
Aggarwal et al. [1] proposed a duplicate identification approach based on
the contextual information that is extracted from software-engineering textbooks and project documentation. Aggarwal et al.’s approach achieved lower
accuracy than the approach by Alipour et al. [2]. However, Aggarwal et al.’s
approach is simpler with up to six times less computation time on the same
Android dataset.
Although prior research sought to accurately identify duplicate issue reports with advanced approaches, there exists no research which examines
whether identifying duplicate issue reports is indeed consuming a large amount
of developer effort. Hence in this paper, we do not aim to propose yet another
duplicate identification approach. Instead, we study the needed effort for identifying duplicate issue reports in order to understand how and whether developers can make good use of automated approaches for duplicate identification
in practice.
5
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Table 1 An overview of the issue reports in the studied projects.
Project
Firefox
SeaMonkey
Bugzilla
Eclipse-Platform

# Issues
90,128
88,049
15,632
85,382

# Duplicates
27,154 (30.1%)
35,827 (40.7%)
3,251 (20.0%)
15,044 (17.6%)

Period
Jun.1999-Aug.2010
Nov.1995-Aug.2010
Sep.1994-Aug.2010
Oct.2001-Jun.2010

3 Case Study Setup
In this section, we present the studied projects and the process of preparing
the data that is used for our case studies. We share our data and scripts as an
online replication package4 .

3.1 Studied Projects
We used the issue reports that are stored in the Bugzilla issue tracking system
from four open-source projects: Firefox, SeaMonkey, Bugzilla, and EclipsePlatform. All four projects are mature projects with years of development
history. Table 1 shows an overview of the studied projects. Firefox, SeaMonkey and Bugzilla are open-source projects from the Mozilla foundation. These
projects have been frequently studied by prior research for evaluating the
automated approaches for duplicates identification [4]. Eclipse-Platform is a
sub-project of Eclipse, which is one of the most popular Java Integrated Development Environments (IDEs). The duplicate issue reports in the Eclipse
project have also been studied by prior research. For example, Bettenburg
et al. [8] used the Eclipse dataset to demonstrate the value of merging information across duplicate issue reports. We studied the projects up to the
end of 2010 because Bugzilla 4.0 (released in February 2011) introduced an
automated duplicate identification feature when filing an issue5 . Such an automated identification feature may bias our measurement of the needed effort
for identifying duplicate reports. For example, many trivial duplicate reports
might not be filled since Bugzilla would warn about them at the filing time of
the report.

3.2 Linking of Duplicate Issue Reports
In practice, the identification of duplicate reports is done manually. Whenever
developers identify a duplicate issue report, they change the resolution status
of a report to DUPLICATE, and add a reference (i.e., Id-Number ) to the
previously reported issue. An automatically-generated comment is attached
to the discussion of the issue report in order to indicate that this issue report
4 Replication
package:
http://sailhome.cs.queensu.ca/replication/EMSE2015_
DuplicateReports/
5 Release
notes
for
Bugzilla
4.0:
https://www.bugzilla.org/releases/4.0/
release-notes.html
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Fig. 1 The life cycle of an issue report in Bugzilla.

is a duplicate of another one. We use such automatically generated comments
to identify duplicate issue reports. For example, if we find a message like
***This issue has been marked as a duplicate of B *** in the discussions of
issue report A, we consider issue report A and B as duplicates of each other.
We consider the latest Id-Number in case it was changed. We group duplicate
issue reports. For example, if we find that issue report A and B are duplicates
of each other and issue report B and C are duplicates of each other, we consider
issue reports A, B and C as duplicates of each other. We repeat this grouping
process, until we cannot add additional duplicate reports to a group.

3.3 Pre-processing of Duplicate Issue Reports
Figure 1 shows the life cycle of an issue report in Bugzilla [24]. First an issue is reported with status NEW. Next, a triaging process determines if an
issue report should be assigned to a developer to fix. If the issue is assigned
to a developer the status of the issue is changed to ASSIGNED. After the
developer fixes the issue, the report status is changed to RESOLVED-FIXED.
In some cases, an issue is not fixed because it is invalid (i.e., RESOLVEDINVALID), not reproducible (i.e., RESOLVED-WORKSFORME ) or duplicate (i.e., RESOLVED-DUPLICATE ). Finally, the issue is verified by another
developer or by a tester (i.e., VERIFIED-FIXED or CLOSED-FIXED).
Figure 2 presents the typical process for managing a duplicate report. First,
a duplicate report is triaged. Then, it gets identified as a duplicate. The unduplication happens when the DUPLICATE resolution is removed. If a developer finds that a duplicate report is actually not a duplicate, the DUPLICATE
resolution is removed. On average 2.5% of the duplicates in the studied projects
are un-duplicated. We remove the un-duplicated issue reports from our analysis of duplicate reports. The removal is performed by ensuring that the last
resolution status is one of the following statuses: RESOLVED-DUPLICATE,
VERIFIED-DUPLICATE and CLOSED-DUPLICATE.

4 Results
We now present the results of our research questions. The presentation of each
research question is composed of three parts: the motivation of the research
7
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Reported

Marked as a
Duplicate

Triaged

Un-duplicated

Identification Delay
Identification Delay (without Triage)

Fig. 2 A typical timeline for managing duplicate issue reports.

question, the approach that we used to address the research question, and our
experimental results.

RQ1: How much effort is needed to identify a duplicate issue report?
Motivation. There exists a considerable amount of duplicate reports. Prior
research shows that around 20-30% of the issue reports in Mozilla and Eclipse,
respectively, are duplicates [7]. Duplicate issue reports are typically considered
as a waste of developers’ time and resources. Thus, many researchers have
proposed automated identification approaches for duplicates. However, the
effort that is needed for manually identifying duplicate reports has never been
investigated. Therefore, we would like to examine whether identifying duplicate
reports consumes a considerable amount of developers’ effort in practice.
Approach. To measure the effort of identifying duplicate issue reports, we
calculate the following three measures:
– Identification Delay. We calculate the identification delay for each duplicate
report (see Figure 2). This measure provides us a rough estimate of the
needed effort. The more time it takes to identify a duplicate report, the
more developers’ effort is needed. For reports that are triaged, we measure
the time in days between the triaging of the report and when the report
is marked as a duplicate. For reports that are never triaged, we count the
number of days between the reporting of the report and when the report
is marked as a duplicate.
– Identification Discussions. We count the number of comments posted on an
issue report before it is identified as a duplicate report. The more discussions about a particular report, the more complex and effort consuming it
is to identify a duplicate. We ignore the comments that are not representing the issue report discussions. For example, all auto-generated comments,
such as Created an attachment, are filtered. Then, in the case of duplicates
with one remaining comment, we filter that comment if it is posted by the
same reporter of the issue in order to add missing information.
– People Involved. We count the number of unique people that are involved
in discussing each issue other than the reporter before the issue is marked
as a duplicate. More people discussing a duplicate report indicates that
more team time and resources are spent on understanding that particular
duplicate report.
8
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Table 2 Mean and Five number summary of the three effort measures.
Project
Firefox

SeaMonkey

Bugzilla

Eclipse-Platform

Metric
Identification Delay (Days)
Identification Discussion (Count)
People Involved (Count)
Identification Delay (Days)
Identification Discussion (Count)
People Involved (Count)
Identification Delay (Days)
Identification Discussion (Count)
People Involved (Count)
Identification Delay (Days)
Identification Discussion (Count)
People Involved (Count)

Mean
34.74
1.20
1.59
35.59
1.52
1.75
92.84
1.82
1.62
57.49
1.60
1.80

Min
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1st.Qu
0.02
0.00
1.00
0.03
0.00
1.00
0.02
0.00
1.00
0.06
0.00
1.00

Median
0.20
0.00
1.00
0.18
0.00
1.00
0.32
0.00
1.00
0.83
0.00
1.00

3rd Qu.
2.84
1.00
2.00
3.51
2.00
2.00
27.41
2.00
2.00
13.83
2.00
2.00

Max
2042
230
37
3245
111
75
3132
135
43
2931
58
46

Results. Most of the duplicate reports are identified within a short
time. We find that the median identification delay for the studied projects
is between 0.18 to 0.83 days (see Table 2). Such results show that more than
50% of the duplicate reports are identified in less than one day. We do note
that our identification delay metric is an over estimate of the actual time that
is spent on identifying a duplicate report. Developers are not likely to start
examining a report as soon as it is reported. Instead, there are many reasons
for such activity to be delayed (e.g., reports are filed while developers are away
from their desks, or developers are busy with other activities).
Most of the duplicate reports are identified without any discussion. We find that over 50% of the issue reports are marked as duplicates with
no discussions, and over 75% of the issue reports are marked as duplicates with
just one or two comments (see Table 2).
Figure 3 shows the cumulative density function (CDF) plot of the discussions count for the four projects. The curve shows that at least 50% of the
duplicates are identified without any discussions. We only show one CDF plot
(the one for identification discussions) since the other CDF plots follow the
same pattern.
Very few people are involved in identifying duplicates. Table 2
shows that for over half of the duplicate reports, the identification effort involves one person without counting the reporter of the issue.
Discussion. The results in Table 2 show that it takes little effort (i.e., time,
discussions, and people) to identify the majority of the duplicate reports. However, it is also interesting to note that there are issue reports taking thousands
of days to identify, with up to 230 comments, involving up to 75 people. Such
issue reports consume a considerable amount of developers’ efforts until developers realize that the issue reports are duplicates of previously-reported
issues. Although various advanced approaches are proposed by prior research
to automatically identify duplicate reports, those approaches do not differentiate between the easily-identifiable duplicate issue reports with the ones that
are more effort-consuming to identify. Automated duplicate identification approaches should focus on helping developers identify duplicate reports that
consume more effort to identify.
9
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Fig. 3 Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of identification discussions for the four studied
projects. The x-axis shows the identification discussions, and y-axis shows the cumulative
density


Over half of the duplicate reports are identified in less than one
day, with no discussion and the involvement of no one other than
the reporter of the issue. On the other hand, there are duplicate reports that consume a large amount of effort to identify. Automated
approaches for identifying duplicates should focus on the ones that
are hard to identify in order to better benefit practitioners.


RQ2: How well can we model the needed effort for identifying duplicate issue reports?
Motivation. The results of RQ1 show that while the majority of the duplicated reports are identified with little effort, the duplicate identification of
some reports requires considerable amount of efforts. Understanding the effort that is needed to identify duplicate reports is important for managing
project resources. To the best of our knowledge, no study has ever examined
such effort and whether it is predictable (i.e., whether one can determine if
a particular issue will require more effort over another issue). Therefore, in
this RQ, we would like to build classifiers to determine the needed efforts to
identify duplicate reports.
Approach. In order to build a classifier for the effort that is needed of identifying duplicates, we compute a set of factors from the duplicate reports. The
10
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Table 3 The factors used to model the efforts needed for identifying duplicate reports.
Dimension

Factors

Value

Peers Count

Numeric

Title Similarity

Numeric
(0-1)

Description Similarity

Numeric
(0-1)

Peers CC List

Numeric

Peers Comments

Numeric

Reporting Recency of Peers

Numeric

Peers

Recency of Peer Identification Numeric

Recency of Closed Issue

Numeric

Waiting Load

Numeric

Severity

Numeric

Priority

Numeric

Component

Nominal

Title Size

Numeric

Description Size

Numeric

isBlocking

Boolean

isDependable

Boolean

Reproduce Steps

Boolean

isWeekend

Boolean

Total Duplicates Identified

Numeric

Duplicate Peers Identified

Numeric

Fixed Issues per Identifier

Numeric

Workload

Issue
Report

Work
Habits

Identifier
Experience

Definition (d) — Rationale (r)
d: The total number of peers that an issue report has. We only consider the peers that existed
before the reporting of the new issue.
r: An issue report with many existing peers might be easier to identify as a duplicate.
d: The maximum similarity between the title text of an issue report and title text of its peers.
The similarity is measured using trigram matching.
r: Similar title text as a previously reported issue may assist in identifying that an issue
report is a duplicate of an existing one.
d: The maximum similarity between the description text of an issue report and the description
text of its peers. The similarity is measured using trigram matching.
r: Similar description text as a previously reported issue may assist in identifying that an
issue report is a duplicate of an existing one.
d: The sum of the unique persons in the CC lists of an issue report’s peers.
r: A larger peers’ CC lists could be a sign of better awareness of an issue across the development team.
d: The total number of comments that belong to the peers of an issue report. We only consider
the comments that existed before the reporting of the issue report.
r: If an issue report has well discussed peers (with more comments), the issue report may be
easier to identify as a duplicate.
d: The smallest difference in days between the triage or report date of an issue report to the
date when one of its peers are reported.
r: If a developer has seen a similar issue that is reported recently, it could speed up the
duplicate identification process.
d: The smallest difference in days between the triage or report date of an issue report to the
date when one of its peers is identified as a duplicate.
r: If a developer has seen a similar issue that is identified recently, it could speed up the
duplicate identification process.
d: The smallest difference in days between the triage or report date of a duplicate report to
the date when any issue report closed within the same project and component is closed.
r: If a developer has recently fixed an issue within the same project and component, it could
indicate the developer’s activity and it could speed up the duplicate identification process
within the same project and component.
d: The total number of other issues reports that are open at the time when that issue is
reported within the same component and project.
r: A large number of open issues could make developers too busy to recognize whether an
issue is a duplicate.
d: A number representing the severity of an issue report.
r: More severe issue reports are likely to attract attention from developers, thus such high
severity issues are likely to be identified as a duplicate faster.
d: A number representing the priority of an issue report.
r: Issue report with higher priority are likely to attract attention from developers, thus such
high severity issues are likely to be identified as a duplicate faster.
d: The component specified in an issue report.
r: Particular components may be more important than others. Hence issues associated with
them are more likely to be identified as duplicates faster.
d: The number of words in the title text.
r: Issues with longer title might provide more useful information which might ease the duplicate identification.
d: The number of words in the description of an issue report.
r: Issues with longer description could be easier to understand and might ease the duplicate
identification.
d: A boolean value indicating whether an issue report is blocking other issues.
r: A blocking issue could be more important to address and this might lead to faster identification of duplicates.
d: A boolean value indicating whether an issue report depends on other issues.
r: An issue depending on other issues may have more attention from developers and get
identified as a duplicate easier.
d: A boolean value indicating whether the description of an issue report contains steps for
reproducing the issue.
r: Issues with reproduce steps should be easier to understand and might ease the identification
of duplicates.
d: A boolean value representing whether an issue is reported on a weekend day (i.e., Saturday
and Sunday) or not.
r: The duplicate reports submitted on weekends might take longer time to be identified than
the ones on week days.
d: The total number of duplicate reports that are previously identified by the same identifier
per each duplicate report.
r: An identifier with more experience in finding duplicate reports might affect the effort
needed for identifying a new duplicate report.
d: The total number of peers duplicate reports that are previously identified by the same
identifier.
r: An identifier that has seen several peer duplicates might identify duplicates faster.
d: The total number of issue reports that are previously marked as FIXED by the same
identifier.
r: An identifier with more experience in fixing issues might identify duplicates faster.

factors are from five dimensions: Peers, Workload, Issue Report, Work Habits,
and Identifier Experience. We describe each dimension below:
– Peers: Peers of a duplicate report are the issue reports that are duplicates
of that report. In our work, we only include the peers that are reported
before the reporting of an issue report, since only such peers can provide
information to help identify that an issue report is a duplicate of previouslyreported issues. The more information available from the peers of an issue
11
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report, the easier it is for developers to identify that an issue report is a
duplicate.
Workload: Workload refers to the number of open issues at the time of
reporting or triaging of a duplicate report. If there is a high workload at the
time of reporting an issue, the duplicate identification of a newly reported
issue may be delayed.
Issue Report: Issue report refers to the information that can be derived
from an issue report at the time of its reporting. Better information in the
issue report should help reduce the effort that is needed to identify that
the issue report has duplicates.
Work Habits: Work habit refers to the time when an issue is reported. If
an issue is reported during the weekends or at night, identifying that the
report is a duplicate may be delayed.
Identifier Experience: Refers to the possible information that a duplicate report identifier has. Duplicate reports identified by experienced
persons might require less effort.

Table 3 presents the list of our studied factors along with their descriptions
and our rationale for studying such factors. To calculate the factors Title Similarity and Description Similarity from the Peers Dimension, we first apply
simple pre-processing steps, such as removing special characters, long spaces
and converting all text to lowercase. Then, we apply a trigram algorithm [25]
to calculate the similarity between texts. For the Reproduce Steps factor, we
use a similar approach as [8] by searching the description text for certain
keywords in, such as steps to reproduce, steps, reproducible and reproduce.
We build individual models for every project because each project may have
different ways for handling duplicate issue reports. For example, The triaging processes for the Mozilla and Eclipse projects are different. For Mozilla,
triaged issue reports are not initially triaged to any developer. On the other
hand, Eclipse issue reports are triaged at filing to a sub-group of developers
based on the project component. Only the developers responsible to a certain
component receive the notifications about any newly reported issue report.
Based on this triaging process, Eclipse’s developers may have a better chance
to see a newly reported issue earlier than the developers of Mozilla (though
the Eclipse developers might be overwhelmed with many irrelevant reports).
Correlation analysis. We use the varclus package [29] in R to display
Spearman rank correlations (ρ) between our factors given the large number of
factors in our study. Varclus does a hierarchical cluster analysis on the factors
using Spearman correlations. If the correlation between two factors is equal to
or greater than 0.7, we ignore one of them since we consider a correlation of
0.7 as a high correlation [30, 32]. Figure 4 shows the output of varclus where
the red dotted line marks the 0.7 Spearman correlation. Looking at Figure 4,
we notice that the factors Peers Counts, Peers CC List, and Peers Comments
are highly correlated with a correlation range of 0.85 − 0.91. Hence, we need
to pick just one of these three factors and discard the other two. Based on the
results of Varclus (see Figure 4), we remove Peers Comments, Peers Counts,
12
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Priority
isDependable
isBlocking
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Peers Count
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Peers Comments
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Recency of Closed Issue
Waiting Load
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Fig. 4 Spearman hierarchical cluster analysis for the Firefox dataset.
Table 4 Spearman correlations between the three effort measures in the four studied
projects.
Correlation
Identification Delay Vs Identification Discussions
Identification Delay Vs People Involved
Identification Discussions Vs People Involved

Firefox
0.54
0.54
0.78

SeaMonkey
0.55
0.52
0.81

Bugzilla
0.56
0.53
0.81

Eclipse-Platform
0.45
0.36
0.68

and Fixed Issues per Identifier factors due to the high correlation especially
in cases such as between Peers CC List and Peers Comments. After this step,
18 of 21 factors remain.

Modeling technique. We build two classifiers to understand the effort that
is needed for identifying duplicate reports. In RQ1, we have three measures of
the effort that is needed for identifying duplicate reports. However, the People Involved and the Identification Discussions factors are highly correlated.
Table 4 presents the Spearman correlations between the three effort factors
for the studied projects. Hence, we only build two classifiers, one classifier for
Identification Delay and another one for Identification Discussions.
We divide the issue reports into two classes (Slow and Fast) based on the
Identification Delay. All studied projects are open-source ones, where developers may not be able to examine an issue as soon as it is reported. In RQ1,
we find that over half of the duplicate reports are identified within one day.
Therefore, we choose one day to be the threshold to determine whether a
duplicate report is identified Slow or Fast.
13
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Table 5 Criteria for each class based on Identification Delay and Identification Discussions
Identification Delay Classes
includes all duplicate reports with identification delay that is more than one day.
Fast
includes all duplicate reports with identification delay that is less than or equal to one
day.
Identification Discussions Classes
Not-Discussed
includes all duplicate reports that did not have
any comments.
Discussed
includes all duplicate reports with one or more
comments.
Slow

Table 6 The number of duplicate reports from each project that belongs to each class.
Project
Firefox
SeaMonkey
Bugzilla
Eclipse-Platform

Not-Discussed
16,686 (64.7%)
19,535 (57.9%)
1,909 (61.6%)
8,057 (55.6%)

Discussed
9,088 (35.3%)
14,214 (42.1%)
1,190 (38.4%)
6,421 (44.4%)

Total
25,774
33,749
3,099
14,478

Firefox
SeaMonkey
Bugzilla
Eclipse-Platform

Fast
17,859 (69.3%)
22,980 (68.1%)
1,875 (60.5%)
7,647 (52.8%)

Slow
7,915 (30.7%)
10,769 (31.9%)
1,224 (39.5%)
6,831 (47.2%)

Total
25,774
33,749
3,099
14,478

Similarly, we divide the issue reports into two classes (Not-Discussed and
Discussed ) based on the number of Identification Discussions. We consider
that the issue reports that are identified as a duplicate without discussion as
the ones requiring minimal effort.

Table 5 summarizes the criteria for each class based on the Identification
Delay (Slow, Fast) and Identification Discussions (Not-Discussed, Discussed).
Table 6 presents the distribution of duplicate reports for each class per each
project.
We build our classifiers using a random forest [11] classifier. Random forest
classifiers are known to be robust to data noise and often achieve a high accuracy in software engineering research [16, 18, 19, 27, 37]. We use the random
forest algorithm provided by the randomForest R-package [28]. In this study,
we train the random forest classifier using 100 decision trees.
An important benefit of a random forest classifier is that it has a mechanism
to examine the relative influence of the underlying factors in contrast to other
machine learning approaches (e.g., Neural Networks). Thus, we would like to
point out that although random forest classifier has been used to build accurate
classifier for prediction, our purpose of using a random forest classifier in this
paper is not for predicting the needed effort for identifying duplicate issues.
Our purpose is to study the important factors that impact the needed effort for
identifying duplicate issues. Nevertheless, we first need to determine whether
14
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the problem at hand (i.e., understanding duplicate identification effort) is nonrandom in nature (and hence easy to model), before we can start examining
the important (i.e., influential) factors in RQ3. To minimize the risks of overfitting, we use the 10-fold cross validation technique. A k-fold cross validation
divides the data into k equal parts. For each fold, k-1 parts are used as training
data to build a classifier and the remaining part is used as testing data.
Evaluation metrics. To measure the performance of our classifiers, we use
precision, recall, F-score and area under ROC curve to evaluate our classifier.
We describe each measure below:
Precision(P) is the percentage of correctly classified duplicate reports per
effort class (e.g., Slow). Precision ranges between 0 and 1. A correct prediction
is counted if the classified effort class of a duplicate report matches its actual
class. The number of correctly labeled reports is called true positives (TP).
The number of incorrectly labeled duplicate reports is called false positives
(FP). Precision equals to (T P )/((T P ) + (F P )).
Recall(R) is the percentage of correctly classified duplicate reports for an
effort class over all the reports belong to that class. Recall ranges between 0
and 1. Recall is equal to one for a certain effort class if all the duplicate reports
belonging to that class are addressed. The number of duplicate reports that
were not labeled to a certain effort class even though they should be labeled
to it is called false negatives (FN). Recall equals to (T P )/((T P ) + (F N )).
F-score is the harmonic mean that considers both precision and recall to
calculate an accuracy score. F-score equals to (2 ∗ P ∗ R)/(P + R). Where P is
the precision and R is the recall. F-score reaches the best value at 1 and worst
at zero.
ROC area value measures the discriminative ability of a classifier in selecting instances of a certain class from a dataset. The ROC metric ranges
between 0 and 1. ROC curve shows the trade-off between the true positive
rate (also called Sensitivity) and false negative rate (also called Specificity).
The closer the ROC value to 1, the less trade-off exists. The calculation of
the ROC area is based on the probabilities of a test dataset for each class. A
classifier that randomly guesses the effort class without any training has an
ROC area of 0.5. We use the pROC R package [45] to calculate the ROC
area.
Results. Our classifiers for Identification Discussions achieve an average precision between 0.60 to 0.72 and an average recall between
0.23 to 0.93. Table 7 shows the precision, recall, F-score and ROC area for
each class per project. Note that the highest precisions for Bugzilla and Firefox
are for the Not-Discussed class, whereas the Discussed class has the highest
precision in SeaMonkey. The recall value is highest in SeaMonkey for the class
Not-Discussed, whereas in Eclipse-platform the highest precision and recall are
for the class Discussed. A possible reason for the high recall for the Eclipseplatform is that the dataset is more balanced (see Table 6 which shows for
example that the number of Not-Discussed duplicates is twice as many as the
number of Discussed duplicates in the Firefox dataset). The F-score for the
Non-Discussed class ranges between 0.69 to 0.78 where as for the Discussed
15
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Table 7 Evaluation results for all the studied projects.
Project
Firefox
SeaMonkey
Bugzilla
Eclipse-Platform

Firefox
SeaMonkey
Bugzilla
Eclipse-Platform

Class
Not-Discussed
Discussed
Not-Discussed
Discussed
Not-Discussed
Discussed
Not-Discussed
Discussed

Precision
0.71
0.60
0.62
0.69
0.72
0.65
0.66
0.61

Recall
0.88
0.34
0.93
0.23
0.84
0.47
0.72
0.54

F-Score
0.78
0.43
0.74
0.34
0.78
0.55
0.69
0.57

ROC area

Class
Fast
Slow
Fast
Slow
Fast
Slow
Fast
Slow

Precision
0.76
0.63
0.73
0.74
0.77
0.74
0.68
0.65

Recall
0.90
0.37
0.96
0.23
0.86
0.60
0.69
0.64

F-Score
0.83
0.46
0.83
0.35
0.81
0.66
0.69
0.65

ROC area

0.68
0.69
0.72
0.69

0.74
0.77
0.80
0.74

class it ranges from 0.34 to 0.57. The ROC areas are between 0.68 to 0.72. Such
results indicate that the Identification Discussions classifier is better than random guessing (ROC of 0.5) and indicate that our factors can be used to model
and understand the discussion effort that is needed for identifying duplicate
reports.
Our classifier for Identification Delay achieves an average precision between 0.63 to 0.77 and average recall between 0.23 to 0.96.
From Table 7, the highest precision and recall for the Fast class are for Firefox
and SeaMonkey, while both projects have low recall values (0.37 for Firefox
and 0.23 for SeaMonkey) for the Slow class. The F-score for the Fast class
ranges between 0.70 to 0.83, whereas for the Slow class it ranges from 0.35 to
0.66. Our Identification Delay classifier has ROC areas between 0.74 to 0.80
which are better than random guessing (ROC of 0.5). These results provide
a sound starting point for modeling the effort that is needed for identifying
duplicate reports, and for examining the important (i.e., influential) factors in
the models.


Both of our classifiers outperform random guessing, achieving an
ROC of 0.68-0.80.



RQ3: What are the most influential factors on the effort that is
needed for identifying duplicate issue reports?
Motivation. We wish to understand the most influential factors to the efforts
that are needed for identifying duplicate reports. By knowing the important
factors, we can shed some light on whether current state of the art automated
approaches are identifying duplicate issue reports that require little effort.
16
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Approach. To find the most influential factors to the effort that is needed for
identifying duplicate reports, we compute the variable importance for each of
the factors that are used in the RandomForest classifiers that are built in RQ2.
In order to calculate the variable importance, we use the same randomForest
R package. A Random Forest [11] classifier consists of a number of decision
trees. Each tree is constructed using a different sample from the original data.
Around a third of the data is left out from the construction sample per tree.
At the end of each iteration the left out data is used to test the classification
and estimate what is called the out-of-bag (oob) error [31]. Random Forest
follows a fitting process where the target is to minimize the out-of-bag error.
To measure the importance of each factor after building the random forest, the
values of each factor are permuted one at a time within the training set and the
out-of-bag error is calculated again. The importance of a factor is computed by
calculating the average difference in out-of-bag error. We compute the factor
importance values based on the change in the out-of-bag error. We take the
average of the 10-folds classifiers for all the variable importance values for each
factor. The factor with the highest rank is identified to be the most influential
factor for modeling the identification effort.
To compute a statistically stable ranking of the factors, we use the ScottKnott test [39, 43] (with p < 0.05). The Scott-Knott test is a statistical multicomparison cluster analysis technique. The Scott-Knott test clusters the factors based on the reported importance values across the ten folds. The ScottKnott test divides the factors into two different clusters, if the difference between the two clusters is statistically significant. The Scott-Knott test runs
recursively until no more clusters can be created.
Results. Factors from the Identifier Experience and Peers dimensions have the largest influence on modeling the needed effort for
identifying duplicates. Table 8 shows the results from Scott-Knott test for
the four projects. The test groups the 18 factors into 11 significant groups
on average. The clusters show that the factors from the Identifier Experience and Peers dimensions are in the top groups of influencing factors for the
needed effort for identifying duplicate reports across all the studied projects.
For Bugzilla, we find that the Priority factor has a large influence in both
effort classifiers.
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10
11
12
12

8
9

3
4
5
6
7

Group
1
2

Factor
Reporting Recency of Peers
Recency of Peer Identification
Total Duplicates Identified
Peers CC List
Description Similarity
Waiting Load
Component
Title Similarity
Duplicate Peers Identified
isBlocking
isDependable
Recency of Closed Issue
Severity
Description Size
Priority
Title Size
Reproduce Steps
isWeekend

Firefox

Factor
Total Duplicates Identified
Description Similarity
Reporting Recency of Peers
Recency of Peer Identification
Peers CC List
Severity
Title Similarity
Component
Waiting Load
isBlocking
isDependable
Recency of Closed Issue
Duplicate Peers Identified
Description Size
Priority
Title Size
Reproduce Steps
isWeekend

Firefox

0.0001

0.0009

0.0019

0.0055
0.0035
0.0033

0.0079

Mean
0.0316
0.0274
0.0245
0.0119

0.0002

0.0008

0.0028
0.0018

0.0046
0.0038

0.0100
0.0091
0.0080
0.0066
0.0056

Mean
0.0163
0.0112

11

10

9

6
7
8

5

Group
1
2
3
4

12

11

10

9

6
7
8

5

Group
1
2
3
4

0.0001

0.0003

0.0014

0.0024

0.0056
0.0041
0.0031

0.0073

Mean
0.0115
0.0101
0.0095
0.0081

9

8

7

6

4
5

Group
1
2
3

Factor
Total Duplicates Identified
Priority
isDependable
Title Similarity
Description Similarity
Recency of Peer Identification
isBlocking
Reporting Recency of Peers
Peers CC List
Component
Waiting Load
Description Size
Recency of Closed Issue
Severity
Duplicate Peers Identified
Title Size
isWeekend
Reproduce Steps

Bugzilla

Factor
Reporting Recency of Peers
Total Duplicates Identified
Recency of Peer Identification
Peers CC List
Description Similarity
isDependable
Duplicate Peers Identified
Waiting Load
Title Similarity
Component
isBlocking
Recency of Closed Issue
Severity
Description Size
Priority
Title Size
isWeekend
Reproduce Steps

SeaMonkey

0.0003

0.0013

0.0022

0.0047
0.0032
0.0028

0.0059

Mean
0.0309
0.0247
0.0236
0.0118

10

9

8

7

6

Group
1
2
3
4
5

Factor
Total Duplicates Identified
Priority
Recency of Peer Identification
Reporting Recency of Peers
Description Similarity
Component
Peers CC List
Title Similarity
isDependable
isBlocking
Waiting Load
Recency of Closed Issue
Description Size
Severity
Duplicate Peers Identified
Title Size
isWeekend
Reproduce Steps

Bugzilla

Identification Delay Classifier: Scott-Knott test results

Factor
Total Duplicates Identified
Description Similarity
Reporting Recency of Peers
Recency of Peer Identification
Title Similarity
Severity
Peers CC List
Component
Duplicate Peers Identified
isDependable
isBlocking
Waiting Load
Priority
Description Size
Recency of Closed Issue
Reproduce Steps
Title Size
isWeekend

SeaMonkey

Identification Discussions Classifier: Scott-Knott test results

0.0006

0.0021

0.0035

0.0066

0.0088

Mean
0.0406
0.0312
0.0160
0.0141
0.0105

0.0014

0.0020

0.0037

0.0051

0.0083
0.0064

Mean
0.0181
0.0159
0.0114

10
11
12
13

9

8

Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9

8

7

6

5

4

Group
1
2
3

Factor
Reporting Recency of Peers
Recency of Peer Identification
Component
Total Duplicates Identified
Description Similarity
Waiting Load
Recency of Closed Issue
Severity
Peers CC List
Priority
Title Similarity
Duplicate Peers Identified
Title Size
isWeekend
Description Size
isBlocking
isDependable
Reproduce Steps

Eclipse-Platform

Factor
Reporting Recency of Peers
Description Similarity
Component
Title Similarity
Total Duplicates Identified
Priority
Waiting Load
Recency of Peer Identification
Duplicate Peers Identified
Description Size
Peers CC List
Severity
Recency of Closed Issue
isBlocking
isDependable
Title Size
isWeekend
Reproduce Steps

Eclipse-Platform

0.0023
0.0017
0.0007
0.0001

0.0029

0.0054

Mean
0.0309
0.0203
0.0137
0.0128
0.0106
0.0080
0.0063

0.0000

0.0012

0.0021

0.0028

0.0058

0.0074

Mean
0.0152
0.0133
0.0125

Table 8 Scott-Knott test results when comparing the importance per factor for the four studied projects. Factors are divided into groups that have
a statistically significant difference in the importance mean (p < 0.05).
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Identifier Experience dimension has the most influential factors
in the identification discussions classifier. The results show that the factor Total Duplicates Identified in the Identifier Experience dimension has the
most influential effect. Peers dimension factors such as the Description Similarity, Reporting Recency of Peers/Recency of Peer Identification, and Peers
CCList play a high influential role in determining the effort that is needed for
identifying duplicates in Firefox, SeaMonkey and Eclipse-platform. The role
of identifier experience in identifying duplicates highlights the importance of
dedicating experienced developers for triaging new issue reports.
Peers dimension has the most influential factors in the identification delay classifier. The results show that the factors in the Peers
dimension are the most influential. Factors such as the Reporting Recency of
Peers/Recency of Peer Identification, Peers CCList and Description Similarity, are most influential in determining the identification delay of duplicates
in Firefox, SeaMonkey and Eclipse-platform. These results show that a new
duplicate issue may get identified faster if it has a recent peer (i.e., fresh peer).
In Bugzilla, the Total Duplicates Identified and Priority factors are still the
most influential factors in the identification discussions classifier.
Discussion. On the impact of the Priority of an Issue. Our results
show that the Priority of a report is an important factor only for the Bugzilla
project in contrast to the other projects. By looking at the data, we found that
98.6% of the duplicate reports for Firefox have an empty priority value. The
high percentages of empty values imply that the Priority field is rarely used in
Firefox. Even though SeaMonkey and Bugzilla have less empty priority values
(83.7% and 85%). SeaMonkey’s priority values are barely used, since around
88% of the non-empty priority values at SeaMonkey are set to P 3 (the default
priority). On the other hand, only 54% of the non-empty priority values in
Bugzilla are P 3. Eclipse-Platform dataset does not support empty priority
values. But around 91% of the filled priority values at Eclipse-Platform are
set to P 3. These results give us a good reason behind the unique role of the
Priority factor in the Bugzilla classifiers.

Factors from the Identifier Experience and Peers dimensions, such
as Total Duplicates Identified, Recency of Peer Identification, Reporting Recency of Peers, Description Similarity and Peers CC
List, are the most influential factors on the needed effort for identifying duplicate issue reports. Priority plays an important role in
modeling the effort of identifying duplicate reports in Bugzilla.

5 Discussion
5.1 On the Textual Similarity of Duplicate Issue Reports
Description Similarity is one of the most important factors to influence the
effort that is needed for identifying a duplicate report. The majority of the
19
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Hardest Vs Easiest Based On Identification Delay
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Hardest Vs Easiest 10%

Fig. 5 Description Similarity Beanplot for the Hardest and Easiest duplicate reports in all
the studied projects.

automated approaches for duplicate issue reports identification [2, 4, 17, 25,
33, 35, 38, 40, 42] are based on textual similarity (e.g., description similarity).
Our results imply that the Description Similarity is one of the most important factors to influence the needed effort for identifying a duplicate report.
However, our results imply that the more similar the description, the easier
developers can identify the duplicate issue report. Thus, the identified duplicate reports by automated approaches may be the ones that require the least
effort to identify. Figure 5 shows a Beanplot [20] of the description similarity
distributions for the 10% hardest and 10% easiest duplicate reports for the
identification delay metric. The similarity score ranges between 0 (very dissimilar) to 1 (very similar). The closer the score to 1 the more similar the issue
reports. Figure 5 shows that the hardest 10% duplicate reports have a lower
text similarity median with a peak at the lowest similarity (i.e., no textual
similarity), while the easiest 10% have a peak at the highest similarity (i.e.,
identical text). The same observation holds for identification discussions.
The results in Figure 5 show that duplicates that require more effort to
identify tend to be less similar. Such a finding implies that current state of the
art automated approaches are likely to miss effort-consuming duplicates.

5.2 On the Difficulty of Duplicate Issue Reports.
We manually examined the top 20 reports for both effort metrics (i.e, identification delay and identification discussions) across the four studied projects
(160 issues in total). We observed that these reports correspond to difficult
20
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Fig. 6 The Identification Discussions Beanplot of Blocker vs Non-Blocker duplicate reports.
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Fig. 7 Quantile regression Intercept and Coefficient Change for the Resolution Time when
modeling the Identification Delay in Firefox.

issues. In particular,
many
of the
reports correspond to issues that take a long
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
time to resolve and around 50% of the corresponding issues are blocker issues.
Figure 6 shows the difference between blocker and non-blocker duplicate reports based on identification discussions. To define the blocker issues, we use
the Blocks field that is provided by Bugzilla. Blocker duplicate reports have a
larger identification discussions median in all the studied projects (p < 0.001
for Student T-test).
To understand the relationship between duplicate report identification delay and the complexity of an issue (i.e., overall resolution time of an issue),
we built a Quantile regression model [3]. The model examines the relation
between a group of predictor variables and specific percentiles of the response
variable. Quantile regression allows us to understand how some percentiles
of the response variable are affected differently by different percentiles of the
predictor variables. Such regression is appropriate given our desire to understand the impact of the full range of our metrics. In our case, the response
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Table 9 Evaluation results for the global models
Global Model
Identification Discussion
Identification Delay

Class
Not-Discussed
Discussed
Fast
Slow

Precision
0.67
0.60
0.73
0.67

Recall
0.80
0.43
0.85
0.49

F-Score
0.73
0.50
0.79
0.57

ROC area
0.69
0.75

variable is the Identification Delay of a report, and our predictor variable is
the overall Resolution Time of the issue. Figure 7 shows the Quantile regression results for the Firefox project. The red horizontal lines are the Linear
Regression model [34] coefficients with a red dotted confidence interval. The
black curves are the Quantile regression coefficients with a gray confidence
interval. Figure 7 shows that the resolution time has higher coefficients at
higher quantiles, which shows that the complexity of an issue plays a role in
the identification delay of duplicate reports. The same pattern holds for the
other studied projects.

5.3 On the Generality of Our Observations
To explore the generality of our observations, we built two global models instead of building project specific models as done in Section 4. We built one
model for identification delay and another model for identification discussion.
To build a global model, we put data from all the studied projects into one
dataset.
The goal of the global model is to uncover the generalization of our observations. However, due to the varying sizes of the studied projects, we took
random samples of equal size from each project. The size of the random sample from each project is equal to the size of smallest dataset (3,099 issues for
Bugzilla). Such an approach to create our dataset for the global model ensures
that no data from one specific project can over take the global trends across
the studied projects. The accuracies of the two global models are close to the
project-specific models (see Table 9).
Table 10 presents the results of the Scott-Knott test for the studied factors
of the global models. Similar to the project-specific models, the Total Duplicates Identified and Description Similarity factors rank as the most impacting
factors. However, the Priority and Reporting Recency of Peers factors that
are important in the individual models of Bugzilla and Eclipse-Platform (see
Section 4) do not rank as one of the top important factors in the global model.
If we only built a global model, we would not observe the importance of the
Priority and Reporting Recency of Peers. Such results highlight the value of
building project specific models in order to uncover the different ways for handling duplicate issue reports among the studied projects. Our global model
highlights the general trends across the projects.
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Table 10 Scott-Knott test results when comparing the importance per factor for the global
models. Factors are divided into groups that have a statistically significant difference in the
importance mean (p < 0.05).
Identification Discussion Model
Group
1
2

3
4
5

6

7

Factors
Total Duplicates Identified
Description Similarity
Priority
Reporting Recency of Peers
Recency of Peer Identification
Title Similarity
Peers CC List
isDependable
Severity
isBlocking
Waiting Load
Fixed Issues per Identifier
Description Size
Duplicate Peers Identified
Reproduce Steps
Title Size
isWeekend

Identification Delay Model
Mean
0.0142
0.0134

Group
1
2
3
4

0.0092

5

0.0066
0.0048

6
7

0.0031

0.0003

8
9
10
11

Factors
Reporting Recency of Peers
Recency of Peer Identification
Total Duplicates Identified
Priority
Peers CC List
Description Similarity
Waiting Load
Title Similarity
Fixed Issues per Identifier
isDependable
isBlocking
Duplicate Peers Identified
Description Size
Severity
Reproduce Steps
Title Size
isWeekend

Mean
0.0301
0.0267
0.0253
0.0118
0.0112
0.0061
0.0053
0.0040
0.0023
0.0016
0.0006

6 Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss the threats to the validity of our conclusions.
External validity. Our study is conducted on four large open source
projects. While three of the projects (i.e., Firefox, SeaMonkey, Bugzilla) are
incubated by the Mozilla foundations, these projects share only 9% of the top
developers (the ones who identify over 80% of duplicate reports in total). Our
earlier findings (see Section 4) highlight as well that each one of these projects
follows a different process for managing their issue reports. As usual additional
case studies are always desirable. However for the purpose of this paper we
do believe that highlighting our raised observations even in a single project is
sufficient to raise concerns about future research for duplicate identification.
In particular, the purpose of our study is not to establish a general truth
about all duplicate reports across all projects of the world. Instead the ultimate
goal of our study is to raise awareness that the amount of the needed effort
spent on identifying duplicates varies considerably and that (at least for our
studied projects) the duplicate identification for a large proportion of reports
appears to be a trivial task.
In this study, we examined projects that used the Bugzilla issue tracking
system. There exist several other issue tracking systems. Each issue tracking
system may introduce additional confounding factors that would impact our
observations. To avoid the bias from such confounding factors, we choose to
use the same issue tracking system. Replicating our study using projects that
use other issue tracking system may complement our results. Future studies might wish to explore whether our observations would generalize to other
open source and commercial software projects. Nevertheless, our observations
highlight the need for future duplicate identification research to factor in the
identification effort when proposing new approaches and when designing evaluation measures, otherwise evaluations are likely not to reflect the true value
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of newly proposed approaches and the practical impact of such approaches
will remain unexplored.
Internal validity. The internal threat considers drawing conclusions from
the used factors. Our study of modeling the needed effort for identifying duplicate issue reports cannot claim causal relations, as we are investigating correlations, rather than conducting impact studies. The important factors for the
needed effort for identifying duplicate issue reports do not indicate that the
factors lead to low/high efforts. Instead, our study indicates the possibility of
a relation that should be studied in depth through user studies.
One of the other possible ways to measure discussion effort is to consider
the amount of time associated with each comment instead of the number
of comments. However, such estimation is not a straightforward one. Hence,
we opted for a simple measure of effort. Future studies should explore other
measures of effort instead of our current basic measure of comment counting.
We choose one day as a threshold to determine rapidly identified reports,
since we want to ensure globally distributed developers all have a chance to see
the issue report. Using more granular time periods (e.g., minutes) to measure
the identification delay may introduce more noise into the data because there
might be cases that a developer is too busy with other activities to immediately
look into a newly filed issue report.
We used the time to mark a duplicate report as the identification delay.
However, this time is just an upper bound approximation for the time that the
developer spent on each duplicate report. Hence, the identification delay might
be trivial for an even larger number of issues than what we report. To achieve
a better estimation of the needed time for identifying duplicate reports, we
consider the time of issue triaging as the start time for looking at each duplicate
report. The different processes of triaging may impact our measurement of
identification effort. However, we address this threat by selecting the latest
triage date just before identifying a duplicate (i.e., some issues are triaged
multiple times). We measure the identification effort by counting the number
of discussion comments on an issue report. However, some discussions may be
from non-developers. Unfortunately, in our study we do not have the data to
determine whether a commenter is developer or not.
Construct validity. We measure effort using three metrics: Identification
Delay, Identification Discussions and People Involved. However, these metrics
may not fully measure the effort that is needed for identifying duplicate reports. In addition, there might be other ways to measure the needed efforts
for identifying duplicate report. We plan to explore more metrics to measure
such effort in future case studies.

7 Conclusion
A large portion of the issue reports are duplicates. Various automated approaches are proposed for identifying such duplicate reports in order to save
developers’ efforts. However, there exists no research that studies the effort
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that is actually needed for identifying duplicate issue reports. In this paper,
we examined such effort using issue reports from four open source projects,
i.e., Firefox, SeaMonkey, Bugzilla, and Eclipse-platform. We find that:
1. More than half of the duplicate reports are identified within one day, with
no discussion and without the involvement of any people (other than the
reporter); nevertheless there exists a small number of reports that are identified as duplicates after a long time, with many discussions and with the
involvement of as much as 80 developers.
2. The developer experience and the knowledge about duplicate peers of an
issue report, such as description similarity, play an important role in the
effort that is needed for identifying duplicates
Our study results show that in many cases, developers require minimal effort to identify that an issue report is a duplicate of an existing one; while there
exists some cases where such identification is a difficult and effort-consuming
task. However, nowadays automated approaches for identifying duplicate reports treat all issues the same.
Moreover, our results show that the strong reliance on textual similarity by state of the art duplicate identification approaches will likely lead to
the identification of duplicates that developers are already able to identify
with minimal effort. While, the duplicate reports that need minimal effort are
still worthy to be handled by current automatic identification approaches; our
results highlight the need for duplicate identification approaches to put additional emphasis on the issue reports that are more difficult to identify as a
duplicate.
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